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(with an overnight train journey)
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Rufus Reade Tours



Iran is worth many journeys! This three week tour combines the wonderful (and under-rated) Northwest 
with its intriguing history of Armenians, and Turkish peoples and the famous sites further south - Isfahan 
and Persepolis. The country feels very safe to travel in, the locals we will meet will be thrilled to see European 
visitors, and everywhere there is a great welcome. Our journey will encompass a tremendous history from 
Cyrus the Great, and Alexander the Great’s conquest, through successive dynasties to the Abbasids who built 
Isfahan. Ibn Battuta noted in 1327 that  “The city of Isfahan is one of the largest and fairest of cities”, but what 
he did not know was that in the 17th century the city became even more beautiful when it was nicknamed ‘Is-
fahan nasf-e jahan’ which literally means ‘Isfahan is half the world’! We may think of Iran as a largely Islamic 
state, but there are significant populations of Zoroastrians and Armenian Christians whom we will visit. Our 
journey is made possible by an overnight train journey from Tehran to Kerman. The tour is led by Rufus 
Reade who has visited Iran regularly to buy carpets: his advice on such purchases is freely available!

Planes and Trains
This holiday benefits from flights with Turkish Airlines (from both Edinburgh and London) into Istanbul, 
with connections to Tabriz at the beginning of the holiday, and returning from Shiraz at the end.
The cost of the holiday does not include flights, but we have arranged transfers to/from hotels for the in-
coming Turkish Airlines flight from Istanbul to Tabriz at the start of the holiday, and the departing flight 
from Shiraz. You can book your own flights on the Turkish Airline’s website or through a travel agency 
of your choice. We can recommend Ian Dickson Travel in Edinburgh (0131 556 6777) where you’ll get a 
personalised service from Mark Robson. The journey between Tehran and Kerman is by overnight sleeper 
train (this is included in the cost of the holiday). Compartments have shared 4 or 6 berths (the size will 
depend on the schedule which is not predictable this far in advance).

Tour Highlights
Tabriz, St.Stephanos, Ardebil, the ceremonial city of Takht-e Soleiman, Gonbad-e Soltanieh (pre-cursor of 

the Taj Mahal), the desert citadel of Arg-e Rayen, the desert city of Yazd, four nights in 
Isfahan, Cyrus The Great’s tomb at Pasargadae, Shiraz, and Persepolis.



The Itinerary
Mon, 07 Sept: Using what I am calling our ‘target flights’, which are not 
included in the cost of the holiday: departure from London or Edin-
burgh to Istanbul by Turkish Airlines, and onward connection to Tabriz.

Tue, 08 Sept: Arrival Tabriz in the early hours around 0145 (rooms held 
for arrival), meet and transfer to our hotel (International or Gostaresh 
4*). After a leisurely breakfast we’ll begin to explore this lovely, wel-
coming  city including its wonderful bazaar, especially the Mozaffarieh 
Carpet Bazaar.  Second of five overnights in Tabriz.

Wed, 09 Sept: Further morning visits in Tabriz; afternoon excursion to 
the Troglodyte village of Kandovan, returning to Tabriz for supper and 
our third night in Tabriz.

Thu, 10 Sept: Full day excursion to Ardebil to visit the magnificent mau-
soleum complex of Sheik Saffi-eddin Ardebili: the finest carpet in the 
UK is considered to be the Ardebil carpet in the V&A, and is thought to 
originate here. We’ll spend time in the Ardebil Bazaar. Return to Tabriz 
for our fourth night.

Fri, 11 Sept: Morning excursion to Old Jolfa to visit the Armenian mon-
astery of St. Stephanos where it sits in a deep canyon along the Araxes. 
Fifth night in Tabriz.

Sat, 12 Sept: Drive to Zanjan, well known traditionally for its 

 JOURNEY DETAILS
Location    Iran
Dates          7 to 28 September 2020
Duration  21 nights
Min/Max  10/15 travellers
Price          £4495 (based on 
sharing a twin/double room).
Single room supplement   £690
Deposit      £450
What’s included: Accommodation 
in western-style hotels: see the itin-
erary (approx equivalent to 2-5 star, 
rooms with attached facilities) all 
meals (sometimes picnic lunches), 
all tips to staff, all land transport by 
bus and an overnight sleeper train 
(shared compartments), and entry 
to all the sites mentioned.
What’s not included in the cost 
of the holiday: your international 
flights, Iranian visa, luggage por-
terage, personal travel insurance, 
laundry, camera fees, phonecalls, 
and all beverages (though soft 
drinks are often included with 
meals).
Our Guides: the tour is accompa-
nied by an English speaking nation-
al guide (and local guides in some 
cities).
Tour Leader: Rufus Reade.
Walking: Walks are rated moder-
ate.
The tour is organised by Rufus 
Reade Tours, 40 Pilrig Street,
Edinburgh EH6 5AL  
rufusreade@blueyonder.co.uk 
Tel 0131 554 1078
Flights: The cost of flights is not 
included in the price of this holi-
day. There are UK flights from the 
London and Edinburgh to Istanbul 
and connecting flights to Tabriz, 
and return flights from Shiraz via 
Istanbul to London or Edinburgh, 
with Turkish Airlines.
Etiquette: Women are required by 
Iranian law to wear loose clothing 
and head coverings whenever they 
are in public (which include hotel 
public areas).
Visa: British visitors to Iran require 
a visa (usually issued online but 
occasionally requiring that you at-
tend the consulate). If your passport 
contains an Israeli stamp or stamps 
from other countries’ border cross-
ing points with Israel, you may be 
refused entry to Iran. The British 
FCO advise that those holding dual 
Iranian/British nationality should 
not travel to Iran.
Alcohol: Alcohol is prohibited in 
Iran.



knife-making and for its carpets. 
After some local visits in Zanjan, 
we’ll check in to the Grand Hotel 
4* for two nights.

Sun, 13 Sept:  Takht-e Soleiman 
must be one of the most atmo-
spheric sites in the Middle East: 
the name means The Throne of 
Solomon, but this was a disguise to 
prevent its destruction by Islamic 
soldiers. The fortified Zoroastri-
an site, which is located on a hill 
created by the outflow of a calci-
um-rich spring pond, was rightly 
recognized as a World Heritage 
Site in 2003. Return to Zanjan for 
overnight.

Mon, 14 Sept: Morning drive to 
Soltanieh to visit the Gonbad-e 
Soltanieh (magnificent tomb/tower 
of Uljaitu, the 14th century Il-Kha-
nid Ruler of Iran). Architecturally 
the massive tomb is a precursor to 
the Taj Mahal. We’ll continue via 
Qazvin and on to Tehran, stay-
ing in either the Ferdowsi or the 
Grand Hotel 4* for one night.

Tues, 15 Sept: Tehran is a city 
beset by too many cars so we will 
limit our visits to museums (see 
box this page)near our hotel (yet 
to be confirmed). Later in the day 
we will transfer to the train station 
for our overnight train to Kerman 
(either the 19:55, arriving Kerman 
at 10:10 the next morning (6-berth 
compartments), or the 17:15, 
arriving at 07:10 the next morning 
(4-berth compartments).

Wed, 16 Sept: Arrival in Ker-
man either at 10:10 or 07.10, and 
transfer to The Pars Hotel 5* for 
some rest (rooms held over from 
the previous day). After a leisurely 
start we’ll explore Kerman.

Thu, 17 Sept: Drive to the village 
of Rayen to visit the Arg-e Rayen 
(which is a smaller version of the 
Arg-e Bam, which you may recall 
was destroyed in an earthquake 
in 2003), with all the architectural 
elements of a desert citadel; return 
to Mahan and visit the Shahzadeh 
(Prince) Garden and the blue-tiled 
mausoleum of Shah Nemat-ollah 
Vali, 14th Century Sufi leader; re-
turn to Kerman for a second night.

Fri, 18 Sept: We’ll drive to Yazd, 
visiting Zein-eddin Caravanserai 
on the way. Our hotel in Yazd for 
two nights is either the Moshir 
Garden or the Da’ad 4*.

Sat, 19 Sept: Yazd is a desert city 
where millennia of living with heat 
has taught the locals to harness 
the natural properties of cooling 
air, and underground irrigation 
channels. We’ll explore this beau-
tiful desert city. Our second night 
in Yazd.

Sun, 20 Sept: As we drive from 
Yazd to Isfahan we’ll visit the 
desert towns of Meybod and Na’in. 
In Isfahan we have requested 
accommodation for four nights in 
one of the five star options: Keryas, 
or Ghasr-e-Monshi or the Abbasi 
Hotels 5*.

Mon, 21 Sept: Full day visits in 
Isfahan, overnight Isfahan.

Tue, 22 Sept: Full day visits in 
Isfahan, overnight Isfahan.

Wed, 23 Sept: Further time in Is-
fahan with free time to explore the 
bazaar. Overnight Isfahan.

Thu, 24 Sept: We’ll drive to Shiraz, 
visiting the 17th Century Safavid 

Caravanserai at Izad-Khast. Before 
we get to Shiraz we’ll visit the tomb 
of Cyrus the Great at Pasargadae, 
where we can also see the site of 
the original ‘paradise’ garden from 
over two thousand years ago. In 
Shiraz we’ll stay in either Karim-
khan, or Aryobarzan or Park Sa’adi 
or Royal Hotels 3/4*.

Fri, 25 Sept: Full day excursion to 
Persepolis, and the nearby reliefs 
at Naghsh-e Rostam and Naghsh-e 
Rajab. Overnight Shiraz

Sat, 26 Sept: Full day visit to some 
of the lovely gardens and houses of 
Shiraz. Overnight Shiraz.

Sun, 27 Sept: Excursion to Firu-
zabad, (the ancient city of Gor), 
dating back to the Achaemenid 
period, which was destroyed by 
Alexander the Great. Our visit will 
take in the enormous Palace of 
Ardeshir, the Ghaleh Dokhtar (fort 
on top of a hill) and several rock 
reliefs. Overnight Shiraz.

Mon, 28 Sept: Transfer to Shiraz 
airport for our ’target’ flights to 
Istanbul, and onwards to the UK 
by Turkish Airlines. 

Rufus Reade Tours, 
40 Pilrig Street, Edinburgh EH6 5AL  

rufusreade@blueyonder.co.uk                           www.rufusreadetours.com

Tel 0131 554 1078
           VAT No 202654931

In Tehran, I am opting for museums 
close to our hotel (rather than spend 
huge amounts of time in stationary traf-
fic!). Close to the Ferdowsi Hotel there 
are the National Museum (two sections 
of Archaeological and Islamic)whilst 
a little further away is The Abguineh 
Glass & Ceramics Museum. If we stay 
at the Grand Hotel our options are the 
Reza Abbasi Calligraphy & Miniature 
Museum and the Carpet Museum.


